STATEMENT OF THE ART

NAD

MASTERS
The 2014 NAD Masters has been meticulously designed to express a new level of perfection on the outside, and a fresh new arsenal of powerful digital audio innovation and connectivity on the inside. Building upon our perfected, game-changing nCore™ hybrid digital technology and an array of cutting-edge, customizable options via our future-forward Modular Design Construction (MDC™) build philosophy – the 2014 Masters is at the pinnacle of performance and the very forefront of ultra high-resolution digital audio hardware design.
M12 DIRECT DIGITAL PREAMPLIFIER DAC
Ultra high-resolution DirectDigital™ PreAmp + DAC that’s built for the future.

This DirectDigital™ audio hub boasts a full roster of audiophile-grade features that leverage some of the most advanced digital audio thinking on earth. 24/192 Asynchronous USB offers modern connectivity options from any source imaginable. Add optional MDC Modules for enhancements like BluOS™ for high-res streaming from your smartphone or tablet via WiFi, Ethernet, and aptX® Bluetooth. Also add HDMI I2S inputs with 3D video pass-through. MDC ensures future-ready, 24-bit accuracy like you’ve never seen or heard before.

M22 HYBRID DIGITAL POWER AMPLIFIER
Hybrid Digital PowerAmp that delivers massive analogue emotion.

Get connected to the vivid emotion of live performance through tight, detailed sound with remarkable control and transparency thanks to the advanced nCore™ digital amplifier engine. Tap into 250W of continuous and bottomless reserves of dynamic power via NAD’s innovative PowerDrive™ - the ability to power any loudspeaker to lifelike volume levels without distortion. You just have to hear it to feel it.

M17 SURROUND SOUND AV PREAMPLIFIER
Surround yourself with perfection.

Infinite possibilities await in NAD’s finest surround sound experience. Dolby® TrueHD™, DTS® Master Audio™ and NAD’s innovative EARS™ circuits deliver hyper-realism that captures every dimension of a performance. Get bit-perfect video processing, MDC to upgrade a variety of features, and 6 HDMI inputs plus 2 outputs with 4K pass-through and CEC. The M17 delivers the most accurate sound and image experience you’ve ever had.

M27 SEVEN CHANNEL POWER AMPLIFIER
Completely immerse yourself in the moment.

Seven channels of massive power reserves via the advanced nCore™ digital amplifier engine deliver a hyper-realistic sound field from the most demanding modern high-resolution digital soundtracks. Add the ability to effortlessly render complex dynamic peaks with perfect signal integrity and even the most subtle audio nuance won’t escape your total entertainment experience.
M12 Direct Digital Preamplifier DAC
- Purpose-built to flawlessly playback 24/96 and 24/192 Studio Master recordings
- Modular Design Construction™ (MDC)
- DirectDigital™ processing with 35-bit signal path
- USB Output (Mass Storage Mode) / Asynchronous USB Inputs, 1 Front (Host), 1 Rear (Device)
- S/PDIF Outputs; Optical and Coaxial, AES/EBU
- MM/MC Phono Input
- 12V Trigger In/Out
- <0.5W Standby Power Consumption

Optional MDC Modules:
- HDM-1 HDMI Module, 3 x In and 1 x Out with video pass-through
- DD BluOS Module for wireless high-resolution audio streaming

M17 Surround Sound AV Preamplifier
- Modular Design Construction™ (MDC)
- Dolby® TrueHD™, DTS® Master Audio, NAD EARS™ circuit
- 6 x HDMI Inputs, 2 x Outputs with 4K pass-through and CEC
- Audyssey MultEQ setup and room correction
- Balanced Outputs for all channels
- Zone 2 Output
- RS-232 and IR for External Control
- 12V Trigger In/Out
- <0.5W Standby Power Consumption

M27 Seven Channel Power Amplifier
- 7 x 180W Continuous Power, all channels driven
- Hybrid Digital Amplifier featuring nCore™ technology
- PowerDrive™
- Balanced Inputs
- 12V Trigger In/Out
- <0.5W Standby Power Consumption

M50 DIGITAL MUSIC PLAYER
Instant access to all of the world’s digital music collections. Starting with yours.
Add the M50 with BluOS™ to your M12 and M22 system to get your music, your way. Stream music in ultra high-resolution 24/192. Or stream from your favourite music service. Rip it in bit-perfect, native lossless formats. Or download HD audio and store it to the optional dedicated M52 Digital Music Vault. Control it from any Android or iOS touch device. All without missing one. single. bit.

M22 Hybrid Digital Power Amplifier
- 2 x 250W Continuous Power, both channels driven
- Hybrid Digital Amplifier featuring nCore™ technology
- PowerDrive™
- Balanced Inputs
- 12V Trigger In/Out
- <0.5W Standby Power Consumption

M27 SURROUND SOUND AV PREAMPLIFIER
- Modular Design Construction™ (MDC)
- Dolby TrueHD™, DTS® Master Audio, NAD EARS™ circuit
- 6 x HDMI Inputs, 2 x Outputs with 4K pass-through and CEC
- Audyssey MultEQ setup and room correction
- Balanced Outputs for all channels
- Zone 2 Output
- RS-232 and IR for External Control
- 12V Trigger In/Out
- <0.5W Standby Power Consumption
Our relentless commitment to premium audio performance fuses decades of HiFi research and innovation with the most advanced digital audio thinking on earth. Forget what you think you know.

Discover the cult of NAD.